The real-time resolution of proton-related transient-state steps in an enzymatic reaction. The early steps in the oxidative deamination reaction of bovine liver glutamate dehydrogenase.
We introduce a novel transient-state kinetic approach which can resolve proton and product time courses into a series of individual steps that comprise the reaction path. We have applied this approach to the oxidative deamination reaction catalyzed by bovine liver glutamate dehydrogenase, measuring both the product (NADPH) and proton time courses at various pH values. The global treatment (over all pH values) resolves the very early portion of this reaction quantitatively and provides a continuous time course for each of the six protonic species. We propose the following mechanism: L-glutamate binds to an open conformation of the enzyme-NADP complex, forming salt bridges between its alpha- and gamma-carboxyl groups and the protonated forms of enzyme lysine residues 114 and 90, respectively. In this position, the alpha-H atom of the substrate is too far from the nicotinamide ring for hydride transfer to occur. In the next step, three events occur in a concerted manner: lysine 126 loses a proton and acquires a single water molecule; the active site cleft closes; bulk water is expelled; the substrate and coenzyme are forced closer together and remain in a nonaqueous environment during the ensuing chemical events, returning to an open conformation only in time to allow the product release steps to occur. Thus, substrate binding accomplishes a number of important tasks which are themselves an integral part of the catalytic mechanism. Combining the novel transient state approach developed here with steady-state kinetic information can produce a detailed mechanistic resolution of otherwise hidden steps.